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game1 (gām) n. 1. A way of amusing oneself; a
pastime; diversion. 2. Mathematics. A set of rules
completely specifying a competition, including the
permissible actions of and information available to
each participant, the probabilities with which chance
events may occur, the criteria for termination of the
competition, and the distribution of payoffs. 3. A sport
or other competitive activity governed by specific
rules: the game of tennis. 4. A single instance of such
an activity: We lost the first game. 5. a. The total
number of points required to win a game: One
hundred points is a game in bridge. b. The score
accumulated at any given time in a game: At half
time, the game was 14 to 12. 6. The equipment
needed for playing certain games: pack the children's
games in the car. 7. A particular style or manner of
playing a game: His bridge game is only adequate.

American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language. William Morris, ed. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1969.
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An agreement to play

Miss Tessa and friend play “String”
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Scrabble board Scrabble

NSA Official Scrabble™

NSA Official

Tournament

Scrabble™

schemas

apps
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Networked computer



Unregulated game

Regulated game

Nomic game

In a nomic game,
the rules are within game play

For Nomic, see Peter Suber,
The Paradox of Self-Amendment, 1982.



Nomic games are recursive and self-referential
... which leads to paradox, interiority, all-inclusiveness

Rules lawyering becomes a critical determinant of outcomes
... leading game play in

Boundaries of the game are now malleable and permeable
... leading game play out

Purposes (victory conditions) are themselves in play
Rules governing rules and rule-making become useful and even essential
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In a nomic game, every game state entails a rule space
(in which it may or may not be legal)



Constitution of
the United States

William Blake:
The Ancient of Days

Wright Brothers
1903 Flyer

Law Art Technology
Many human activities have nomic aspects:

To participate is to follow the rules
break

make Blake lithograph from Europe a Prophecy.
Lessing J. Rosenwald Collection, Library of Congress.

Copyright © 2009 by the William Blake Archive.
Used with permission.



valid
but not
correct

“Um, what the heck is this stuff?”



Document schemas:
protection,

or encumbrance?

“Look ma, no hands!”



element semantics:
“hard”, “soft”
or in between?

“So, what does this do?”



Game as moral microcosm
and ethical laboratory

GameSystem
DesignScalability

Interoperability
Sustainability

Transparency

Simplicity Fun

How to define victory?



Prehistory (late 1980s - early 1990s)
Standards-based descriptive markup
technologies exist, but they are a niche
within electronic text applications.

Print

e-text

SGML

Age of HTML (1990s)
By defining tag semantics, HTML
specifies the web browser as a rule space.
But the rules are contested, and hardly
anyone plays by SGML rules for syntax.
The web is its own domain.

Print

e-text

HTML

SGML

First Age of XML (1998 -)
XML rules make it feasible
to extend the web beyond HTML
and hypertext page display.

Print

HTML

XML
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Your move ...


